Concept

The Green Mirror Project is a collection of speculative
articles that are designed to provoke debate and
discussion about the implications of emerging ideas,
trends and technologies.
Each article is called a Green Mirror and takes on a
narrative form that blends reality and fiction (where
necessary). However in contrast to common examples of
speculative fiction, Green Mirrors are deliberately
brief and often mundane snippets that are delivered in
a variety of popular forms of digital media. They are
intended to be bite sized and consumable: serving as
entrée to better design.
Mirrors can feature and connect multiple underlying
ideas. And each idea can feature in multiple Mirrors:
offering alternative critiques, perspectives and
visions of a preferable future. As the Project scales,
it will create both an atlas of radical ideas and
provide a compass for enlightened folk to steer us
towards a radically humane world.

The purpose of the Green Mirror Project is to
make us think more deeply about the role that
well-intentioned products, services and
technologies play in shaping our environments.

The Green Mirror Project is not an attempt to solve all
of these problems. Instead, the Project has an eye on
challenging today’s innovators - the social
entrepreneurs and self proclaimed change makers of the
world - to break free from the latest fads and models,
and to go in search of critique.

Challenges

This Green Mirror Project responds to the premise that
well-intentioned people and institutions operate in a
world that cultivates ‘incremental’ innovation: the
type that makes our lives easier, but not necessarily
better. At the same time, we lack the channels or
desire for genuine critique. Powerful and a prescient
conversations go unheard (or are ignored). The tragedy
then, is that despite our best efforts, humanity is
fooled into pursuing inhumane ideas, and ideals.

Creation

Mindsets for
creative
speculation?
All Green Mirrors are situated in a
plausible, immediate futures. This
means that representations of any
futuristic technologies and realistic
enough. We are not concerned with the
details of how they come into
existence.

Feedback rings for
speculating about
the future

The Green Mirror Project grew from an
interest in finding radically innovative
ideas and institutions that operate today
(well, back in 2018): a kind of search for
modern-day equivalents to lost places like
Bell Labs, Xerox PARC, and Black Mountain
College. Not many examples were found, but
admittedly, not nearly enough time was
spent to uncover them.

Switching the palette to green was an
equally obvious choice to showcase wellintentioned ideas – the kind that should
benefit people and planet. And while the
critique of each idea is left to Green
Mirror authors and audiences, the
editorial intent of the project is to
feature ideas and technologies that are
inspired by art and nature.

The goal (back then) was to experiment
novel ways of exploring and showcasing
these radically inspiring ideas (and
institutions), and to provoke deeper
speculation and debate about how these
ideas, technologies and social movements
might (optimistically) shape a just and
ecologically sustainable future. This
hobby research agenda was soon married up
with another ambitious but aimless idea:
to create a speculative design piece that
explored novel, web-based mediums for
storytelling, in the vein of interaction
designers and artists like Bret Victor and
Jonathan Harris.

A range outcomes for the project were
speculated about and explored: a series of
spin potential spin off projects. Some
skewed towards the servicing the world of
tech entrepreneurs or policy makers, while
others involved more elaborate plots to
co-opt fake news and build mind-bending
social movements that a channelled Nolan’s
Inception. All were abandoned in favour of
a simpler concept designed to allow for
Green Mirrors and their various forms to
emerge organically.

Charlie Brooker’s Black Mirror series was
an obvious choice and source of
inspiration for the project: being
arguably the most relatable example of
design fiction. The (very unclever) Green
Mirror moniker is both an homage and a
convenient device to draw parallels to the
speculative nature Black Mirror. Put
simply, explaining the concept of
speculative fiction or speculative design
in general as ‘a bit like Black Mirror’ is
just, well, easier.

There is however, no doubt that the first
wave of Green Mirrors will set the tone
and expectations about what a Green Mirror
‘is’, and what form it can take. How to
best seed and germinate the Project is the
current focus of work.

